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The global climate change on Earth
is mostly a derivative of astronomical processes and their cyclicity.

Taking into account the most recent scientific data
(including in the field of physics, astrophysics, cosmology, helioseismology, asteroseismology, and climatology of planets), the range of impact of cosmic
factors is quite wide.

Today, mankind is unable to influence these processes, therefore
one should not underestimate
their consequences, possible
risks, and difficulties for people in
connection with future events on
Earth; we must prepare ourselves
for these events.
If scientists of the past would make their conclusions on the basis of research and observations,
managing with limited technical means and resources of this or that time, today the scientific
range of possibilities has become much wider. The
latest research in the field of the physics of elementary particles and neutrino astrophysics, which
was conducted by a working team of scientists of
ALLATRA International Public Movement, offers
increased opportunities for advanced fundamental
and applied research…
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The mistake was that many scientists of the past
years did not take into consideration the influence of
the increasing acceleration of the Universe, cosmic
factors, and astronomical processes on the condition of the global climatic system of the planet. All
this, naturally, is affecting not only the Sun but also
the other planets of the Solar system, including such
a giant as Jupiter, not to mention our planet.

This cyclicity is inevitable. The geological history of
our planet indicates that the Earth has already repeatedly experienced such phases of global climate
change.

ALLATRA

Global climate change is one of the most important
international problems of the 21st century. The overall rapid increase in the dynamics of cataclysms,
which have been observed in recent decades, is
particularly alarming. Today, there is a big risk of
misunderstanding and underestimation of all the
factors and the scale of influence of various cosmic and geological processes on the global climate
change on Earth. Just a while ago, at the end of
the 20th century, some scientists put forward various hypotheses and theories about gradual climate
change. But in practice everything turned out to
be somewhat different. A thorough analysis of the
growing number of natural disasters and extreme
weather events around the world, as well as statistical factors of cosmic and geophysical parameters in
the recent years, has shown a disturbing tendency
towards their significant increase over a short period of time. This data indicates that the assumptions
which were put forward by a number of scientists
about the gradual nature of climate change of the
Earth within 100 years and more are incorrect, as in
fact, this process is much more dynamic.
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We have several decades at most,
given the impending events. The
release of extremely high level of
additional exogenous (external)
and endogenous (internal) energy
has been evidenced in the past two
decades by the disturbing changes
of geophysical parameters of the
planet, the emergence of a variety of observable anomalies, an
increase in the rate and scale of
extreme events, and intermittent
intensification of natural disasters on Earth in the atmosphere,
lithosphere, and hydrosphere. It
is known that in 2011 this process
started to enter a new active phase,
as evidenced by jumps of the released seismic energy, which were
registered during the more frequent
powerful earthquakes, as well as
an increase in the number of powerful destructive typhoons and hurricanes, change of the storm activity occurring everywhere, and other
anomalous natural phenomena…

Международное общественное
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In fact, mankind has
less than not even
100 years but only 50
years!

As of today, we have a sufficient
number of facts, both well-known
and little-known to the world community, which testify to various
changes on the planet that took
place in a relatively short period of
time. Among them are the acceleration of tectonic plate movement,
growth of the rate of activity of the
processes, aggravation of problems of the global nature, including seismic, volcanic, and solar activity,
change of the magnetic field of the Earth and of the
drift velocity of the magnetic poles of the Earth, shift
of the Earth’s axis, and the change of albedo of the
planet and its orbital parameters. Besides, there is
an increase in the surface temperature, the melting
of permafrost, a reduction of the area and the mass
of ice-cap of the land and polar seas, rising sea and
ocean levels, changes of river flow, occurrence of
severe weather phenomena (droughts, floods, and
typhoons) and much more. That is, numerous facts
of changes, which are taking place in the lithosphere,
hydrosphere and atmosphere of the Earth, have
been registered.

Global climate change is already influencing health,
living conditions, and sustenance of people on all
the continents of the Earth. The observed increase
in the growth of dynamics of global cataclysms indicates that in the coming decades they will lead to
catastrophic consequences of the global scale for
the civilization as a whole and to victims and destructions unprecedented in the history of mankind.
Humanity is inevitably approaching the peak of this
phase… Today, mankind has entered the era of
global climate change, and this problem can no longer be regarded as a purely scientific one. This is
a complex interdisciplinary problem, which covers
social, economic, and ecological aspects…
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…Even that public information about global climate
change that is now accessible to the world community shows the development of an extremely negative situation for mankind. In particular, as you know,
in the report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) dated March 31st, 2014, it is
stated that the impact of climate change is already
being observed on all the continents and in oceans
areas, due to the high levels of global warming, and
the world is poorly prepared for risks related to it. It is
also said that the consequences of climate change,
which can be observed today, have affected terrestrial and marine ecosystems, some sources of sustenance of people, water supply facilities, agriculture,
and human health. That is, people, communities, and
ecosystems are vulnerable around the world, but the

level of vulnerability varies in different places. The
consequences of changes of a more considerable
scale may be unexpected, severe, pervasive, and irreversible...
Climate change is becoming evident and increasingly threatening. The time scale of climate change
undoubtedly exceeds the average “political lifespan” of those individuals who make decisions regarding the safety and fate of entire nations. Today,
the world policy of consumer society is losing the
mask of the human face, revealing its true essence.
It suffices to consider what safety measures are being taken for the nations of various countries and
who really ensures their own safety, hiding behind
“concern for people”…
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The policy of certain international organizations
and developed countries, as well as some scientists
sponsored by them, supports the theory that one
of the main causes of global climate change on
Earth is the anthropogenic impact on nature, which
is related to greenhouse gas emissions into the

atmosphere. Various international documents,
such as the Kyoto Protocol (which extends the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change), have been developed on this basis.
However, practice has shown that such documents
are ineffective...
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Ironically, such a cause as "anthropogenic influence",
undoubtedly, exists, but it is solely political and commercial in nature. Instead of fulfilling the announced
intentions expected by the masses to improve the climate situation on the planet, in practice, rulers have
turned the fulfilment of these obligations into a commercial project, emissions trading, which led only to
the enrichment of certain individuals. Unfortunately,
these international documents became only an argument in trade wars and a factor of exerting pressure on the economic policy of this or that country.
They pursued business interests of certain individuals more than a real attempt to improve something
on the planet. Alas, again, we have a purely human
factor here, the prevalence of decisions motivated by
not the best human impulses of certain individuals.
Unfortunately, our world of consumer society announces and promotes on a massive scale such
climatic hypotheses that actually benefit only those
countries which initiate, support, and promote them.
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Some countries have political interest here, while
others, the economic one. And in general, this is a
utopian view of addressing the fundamental issues
related to global climate change. However, there is
quite a real strategic competition and a hidden race
for power and global influence, which increases the
risk of confrontation among the world powers. As is
known from systems theory, any idea bringing in high
income, is used in increasingly complex conditions
until it causes a big catastrophe...
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Large-scale natural disasters, which take place cyclically on the planet, have repeatedly occurred in the
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There is no doubt that human activity has a negative
impact on the environment across the globe. But this
influence is minimal compared to what is happening
on the planet as a result of influence of a range of
natural factors, which in the near future will only grow
and about which respectable scientists of the world
keep repeating. To date, anthropogenic impact has
not been a cause of massive planetary cataclysms for
the above-mentioned reasons. Global climate change
on Earth takes place for reasons beyond human control and requires a real consolidation of efforts of all
people on the planet for the survival of the civilization in the near future. Each inhabitant of the planet
should think about this.
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history of the Earth and human civilization. But what
lessons are taught by this scientific knowledge, which
testifies to former global tragedies? Natural disasters have no “state frontiers”, these artificially created
conventions, which were invented by rulers to divide
people and to have power over them. Consequences
and disasters caused by global cataclysms extend
far beyond a “focal” specific state and, in one way
or another, apply to all the inhabitants of the Earth. A
sharp increase in seismic and volcanic activity leads
to instantaneous catastrophic consequences in certain regions. Entire states disappear from the face of
the earth, people die, many remain without shelter
and means of sustenance, hunger and large-scale
epidemics begin...

ALLATRA International Public
Movement (www.allatra.org)
ALLATRA International Public
Movement (www.allatra.org)

On March 11, 2011 in Japan, the “Great Eastern
Earthquake” of a 9.0 magnitude occurred, which was
the most powerful earthquake for the entire period of
seismic observations in this country. The epicenter of
the seismic activity was located 130 km from the city
of Sendai, so the authorities had little time to warn and
somehow protect the population from the approaching
tsunami because it was impossible to prevent anything.
In other words, the exact time and place of the tragedy
became known to the Japanese experts and authorities,
in fact, a mere 11 minutes before it started...

Images of the Japanese city of Natori: before (left) and after (right) an 8.9-magnitude earthquake that shook
the Oshika peninsula on March 11th, 2011. Pictures are presented by GeoEye corporation.
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The present level of scientific and technical progress
allows certain developed countries to monitor the
situation on Earth on a substantial scale with satellites.
A set of programs and communication systems have
been developed, through which the state of the
processes taking place on the planet or in a specific
local area of the Earth are monitored and forecasted,
and parameters of physical changes are recorded.
However, the modern science of climate, which is
based on outdated information about the physical
processes in the microcosm and macrocosm, is
unable to predict extreme natural phenomena in
advance, in plenty of time before the event.
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History has taught us that lack of unification of
human society on the spiritual and moral basis and
joint actions of people on the planet, continent,
and region regarding preparations for large-scale
cataclysms and disasters result in the destruction of
most of these people. And survivors die of incurable

diseases, epidemics, and self-destruction in wars and
civil strife in the struggle for means of sustenance.
As a rule, disasters appear suddenly, causing chaos
and panic. Only advance preparation and unity of the
peoples of the world before the impending natural
danger gives mankind more chances of survival and
the possibility to jointly overcome the difficulties in
the era of global climate change of the planet.

However, today the development
of theoretical and applied PRIMORDIAL ALLATRA PHYSICS
(http://allatra.org/reports/iskonnajafizika-allatra), which forms a fundamentally new understanding of
physical processes and phenomena
occurring in animate and inanimate
nature, gives mankind a chance for
an evolutionary breakthrough in various fields of science, since everything in this world is based on physics. This also applies to the area of
a more detailed study of geophysics.
Based on the general laws of the
PRIMORDIAL ALLATRA PHYSICS,
calculations can be made, which in
the near future will allow not only to
predict the course of the physical processes and phenomena but also to
accurately calculate nature’s behaviour. Hence, to take advance measures for full or partial prevention or
at least mitigation of one or another
natural phenomenon, or, as a last resort, for evacuation of the population
in advance...

ALLATRA International Public Movement
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How do modern scientists predict
the occurrence of certain events?
In meteorology, unusually powerful cumulonimbus clouds are one
of the main conditions for the emergence of a tornado. The former, in
their turn, are formed during the invasion of cold air on the overheated
land surface. The satellite captures
the cloud front, and, based on
these pictures, scientists make assumptions about the possibility of
occurrence of the respective natural phenomena. In fact, mankind
visually observes and draws conclusions about the consequences
of the physical phenomena which
have already taken place in the invisible world, so the conclusions of
scientists are assumptions by their
nature, rather than precise knowledge of the causes of the origin of
these phenomena in the physics of
microcosm.

A L L AT R A

All that is publicly disclosed to the
world community is the possible
conditions for the origin of a natural
phenomenon. In other words, it is, in
fact, fortune telling by the nature's
“tea leaves”, rather than precise calculations of consequences of the
physical processes that trigger one
change or another.
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The serious question here is in whose hands can this
advanced scientific knowledge fall? What is the current state
of the modern world community, which is bogging in the
overwhelming consumer way of thinking?

ALLATRA International Public Movement
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Today's global society has been artificially fragmented
by the system: with boundaries, ideologies, political
parties, religions, social classes, and much more.
The modern system tacitly promotes the dog-eatsdog message. Under various pretexts, the industrial
and financial “elite of the world” that owns most of the
world’s capital, implements projects that pursue antihuman goals. People who have exalted themselves
into this “global elite” believe that the higher scientific
and technical achievements of civilization should only
belong to their narrow circle, and the population of

the planet must exist in fear, poverty, and obedience.
The ongoing brainwashing of the world society
consciousness, which artificially imposes the model
of consumer attitude to life, is destroying spiritual
and moral foundations, encouraging people’s pride,
selfishness, envy, fear, and hatred towards each
other. The latter is touted for society under various
pretexts as a constant search for “an external or an
internal enemy”, but this is done for the sole purpose
of dividing and fragmenting society into easily
manipulated small clusters.

SCIENCE
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Around the world, an artificial system pressure is being created, which is aimed at genocide and causing increased mortality among
the population of the globe. Under various
pretexts, programs are being introduced in
order to artificially reduce the world’s population, including through deliberately created
economic, financial, and food global crises.
Demographic psychosis is being escalated.
Through the world’s media, the peoples of
the world are being indoctrinated with absolutely false information that population
growth is the main cause of poverty in the
world, and this is fraught with an ecological
catastrophe; that, due to “overpopulation of
the planet”, there will be a “shortage of food,
fresh water, and resources” already in the
near future.

Therefore, there is actually no problem of the
“overpopulation of the planet”. The only real reason
why the world elite (world bankers and oligarchs
who have usurped most of the world’s capital) tends
to reduce the Earth’s population under various
pretexts is their desire for power and personal
control over the whole world. The fact is that as the
world population increases, humanity becomes for

In fact, the planet is capable of accommodating 25 billion people,
which has been confirmed by calculations of progressive scientists
of the world. Furthermore, modern
technology based on the PRIMORDIAL ALLATRA PHYSICS makes
it possible to produce, in fact,
free energy from an inexhaustible
source and, therefore, provide all
the people of the Earth with food,
drinking water, and the necessary
conditions for life – for free.

them a community that cannot be easily controlled;
it becomes more freethinking. The system of total
power begins to falter. A free-thinking, independent
community, which is dominated by truly spiritual
and moral priorities in people’s lives, is a big threat
to the system itself...
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But in today’s consumer world, instead of helping
to resolve the problems of the human population,
decisions are taken to artificially reduce it. Hidden
decisions of a handful of industrial and financial
“world elite” are being actively put into practice by
the hands of the multi-billion population itself. As it
is known, the more people fear, the easier it is to
control them. In particular, in conspiracy theories

and analytical materials about the world politics,
such a concept appears as the “golden billion”
(“new world order”), which implies an artificial
reduction of the world's population to one billion.
This theory could almost go unnoticed by the use
of the term “theory”, had it not been for the events
of the recent decades, which happened in the world
and confirmed it...
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Have you seen state leaders being killed by natural
disasters? Have you seen them visit an area in which
conditions exist for the emergence of an extreme
natural phenomena that could threaten their lives?
As a rule, no rulers die in natural disasters, but the
so-called “ordinary people” die on a large scale; in
other words, people like us. If information is received
that the life of rulers is in danger (for example, due to
a potential natural disaster), they are the first to flee
from their country, protecting themselves and their
families. And later they earn political dividends on the
consequences of the tragedy. It is no longer a secret
that in today’s consumer world, it has become an
unofficial rule to hide the true information from public,
deliberately understate risks to human health, and
treat someone else’s life in a cynical way...

Международное общественное движение
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...Furthermore, to date, due to the inevitability of the
impending global climate catastrophe, other figures
are being voiced “behind the scenes”. Now we are
talking about only 144,000 people “who have the
right to exist on Earth”, of which 4,000 is the world's
elite, 40,000 are the elite’s staff and security, and
100,000 are slaves who ensure the maximum life
support of the global elite. For these purposes, entire
bunkers have been built as well as underground
secret cities with food supply needed to survive
during global natural cataclysms. Paradoxically,
these underground cities can accommodate a total
of 144,000 people... But actually, underground
shelters are only an illusion of security in this world
because every person is not simply mortal but
suddenly mortal.

In the global society, consumer
attitude to life needs to be
urgently changed for a creative
vector. After all, already now
we can see the loss of spiritual
and moral foundations, that
basis of life for which the
human race exists...

ALLATRA International Public
Movement
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People are left one on one with the disaster, during cataclysms as well. Many of them die simply
because they have not been timely notified about
the threat; even more people lose their homes
and means for sustenance and become poor
climate refugees in the blink of an eye. Under
the conditions of consumer society and developed egocentrism, the situation of refugees becomes worse than that of a slave. Help comes,
if any, delayed, usually when many people have
already died. And even here, this help in many
ways depends on politics and not on
the real sympathy and assistance of
other nations who tomorrow may find
themselves in exactly the same position of climate victims and refugees.
But even more terrible is that when
people are in distress, panic, and despair, the same patterns which they
absorbed in the consumer society
are triggered, such as disregard for
the lives of others and caring only
about themselves.
Suffice it to recall the experience of
China, when a wrong prediction was
given in Hainan Province about an
expected earthquake in the area. As
a result of the panic, looting and other
things caused by the emergency
evacuation of people from the
area, many more people died than,
according to experts, could be killed
in case of a disaster itself.

What does the state count in the first place, calculating
losses brought by a cataclysm or a natural disaster which
occurred on its territory? The number of victims is usually
understated, and economic losses, as a rule, are usually
overstated. Can human life be placed at the same level as
consumerism and digital statistics? We are talking about
human victims, which could really be avoided or at least
the risks could be significantly minimized. Who among us
wants us or our children to become a mere figure in the
statistics? No one.

Statistical data of some countries on the damage caused by natural disasters
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http://www.kuna.net.kw/ViewPics.aspx?id=1123208
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So why does this happen? Because civilization is
measured now not by the growth of the level of
spiritual and moral improvement of the population but by an increase in economic indicators and
consumption and by the rate of economic growth.
Because any state is concerned, first of all, about
economic losses. But here the questions arise:
"What, as a matter of fact, is the state?” and “Who
are those people who “represent the state”? This

is only a small group controlling the society which
lives in certain areas. They are also people, just
like everyone else. The only difference is that they
put themselves above society, and they are being
taken care of. Mankind has accepted such rules of
the game of the system without thinking and is implementing its programs with its own hands. However, people themselves have a real opportunity to
change everything...
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Today's problem number one is the human being who has been zombified by the consumer attitude to life, disregard for another person's life and
death, and concern only about himself. This is repeated in a fractal way in the society as a whole...
On the one hand, each state decides on its own
whether or not to aid the country which was af-

fected by a cataclysm or a natural disaster, and
what the amount of this aid will be. On the other
hand, every country independently, alone, with its
own efforts and technical and economic possibilities, takes decisions and actions aimed at aiding
the population or overcoming the consequences of
cataclysms...

© 2014 Marco Di Lauro,
http://www.marcodilauro.com/
(Frederic Dupoux/Getty Images)
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The earthquake that occurred on January 12th, 2010
on the island of Haiti, located in the Caribbean Sea
off the coast of Central America, caused catastrophic
damage to the Republic of Haiti and its population. It
claimed the lives of more than 222,000 people. The
previous earthquake of such power happened in Haiti
in 1751. The worst thing is that many people died not
as a result of the disaster but as a result of the struggle
for a piece of bread and a gulp of water, marauding attacks, and the lack of basic human help. The Haitians
who had survived the earthquake died in large numbers
right in the streets from an acute shortage of drinking
water, food, medicine, and medical care.
Reporters and journalists who arrived at the disaster site
called the situation “apocalyptic” not so much because of
a large number of victims and the catastrophic destruction
of infrastructure, but as a result of a severe psychological
situation among the people living in the areas affected by
the disaster. Ruthless looting reigned in the city. At first,
corpses were piled on pavements and curbs, but when
there were too many of them, bodies of the dead began
to be moved by bulldozers. The locals were overwhelmed
by the feeling of despair and anger. Because of the high
temperature and the presence of thousands of rotting
corpses, the risk of mass epidemics was growing...
In order to get food, people lined up in a queue for several kilometres, in which the atmosphere of aggression
mostly reigned. Some residents attacked food warehouses, robbed and took food away from each other,
many died right in the streets of hunger and dehydration... Survivor residents of Port-au-Prince reported that
they saw no real help from their own state and other
states, despite the fact that the information about receiving it from almost all the countries of the world was
widely announced on the radio.
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There are already tens of millions of people in the
world who have been forced to flee their homes because of natural disasters. The number is growing
each year. In the near future, there will be billions of
climate refugees! It will become impossible to live on
huge desolated territories flooded by the elements
and contaminated as a result of industrial disasters.
Meanwhile, most people still carelessly place their
hopes, the responsibility for their lives, and expectations of help and some action on those who will be
the first to run away at the slightest threat. All people
should think that if already now, in a relatively peaceful time, the priests and politicians of the world’s elite
are concerned only about ensuring their own wellbeing and the salvation of their own families, what
will happen in the near future – in the time of global
cataclysms? It is highly imprudent to assume that
the problem of the survival of humanity will not touch
you personally, your children, and grandchildren; this
is equivalent to condemning yourself, your children,
and grandchildren to death...

A L L AT R A

It is no secret that in today's world aid is provided
selectively to counties. International mechanisms,
which coordinate the general humanitarian aid
and sending it to the affected country, are underdeveloped, and the ones that do exist are largely
politicized. The social, moral, and psychological
situation is escalated in the same way everywhere:
“disaster (haven't foreseen) – panic (victims and
people affected) – fear all over the world (through
the appropriate mass media propaganda)”. That
is, a disaster occurs, this generates panic among
people unprepared for this disaster, and this fear
is then amplified in the world through the world’s
media. Primarily, the principle of domination of
selfish thinking is triggered in both a person of the
consumer society and a group of people who rule
over the country of the consumer society. Timely
change of the vector of thinking of society towards
the prevalence of spiritual, moral, and creative priorities would prevent many disasters that threaten
the humanity of today...

thekievtimes.ua
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As the Moon eclipses the Sun and appears large
and significant in comparison with it, so do politicians cover up the reality of impending inevitable
global cataclysms. They do that by compelling the
attention of people to anything created artificially
by backstage writers and producers for the theatre
of world politics, who artificially kindle and support

strife between people, creating conflicts as well as
food and economic crises. Unstable conditions are
being created artificially for the existence of people, for whom the problems of their own country
(the Moon which temporarily covers the Sun) seem
more important than the real problems of the Earth
and the existence of the human race (the Sun).

ing artificially stimulated. As a result, multitudes of
people in the global society are under the constant
pressure and constant crashes of the waves of an
artificially created situation, whether it's related to a
financial crisis or a military conflict...

(Lalage Snow/AFP/Getty Images), http://www.theepochtimes.com/

Today, public attention is being chained to armed conflicts, which are carefully organized and sponsored by
interested parties under various pretexts. An armed
confrontation in Yemen based on religious strife, which
escalated into a political confrontation. An armed confrontation in Somalia. An armed confrontation in South
Sudan, which brought more than 7 million people to
the brink of starvation. Conflicts in Lebanon, Syria, Pal-
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Instead of actions aimed at the real consolidation
of the peoples of the world, people are being embroiled within the country, wars and hatred are being incited towards each other and other nations,
political hurricanes and economic typhoons are be-

estine, Iraq, Iran, Israel, the Gaza Strip, Nigeria, Cameroon, Libya, Algeria, Mali and many other countries...
The results of armed coups, revolutions, and confrontations are the same everywhere, it’s the same scenario: deaths of people, the destruction of infrastructure,
economic recession, an increasing numbers of refugees, hasty evacuation by the locals of the territories
on which a paid ordered theatre of war is staged.

http://pennypincherjournal.blogspot.com

John Moore/Getty Images North America),
http://www.zimbio.com/
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ALLATRA International Public Movement includes people from different countries, and they
observe practically identical political phenomena and artificially imposed consumer relationships in their countries. There is no significant
difference between people themselves, almost
all of them have the same aspirations and desires: all sensible people want to live happily,
in peace, with dignity. However, everywhere the
algorithm of events takes place as if according to a scenario written under a carbon paper.
There’s one and the same fragmentation, social
differentiation, and stratification (separation and
inequality) of society. There is instability, political and priestly artificial confrontation with each
other, involving the electorate, which is subordinate to them, the fragmentation of society into
parts that oppose each other. The strengthening
of national hatred in any country, as scripted, is
preceded by a change of government. Hunger
and fear, division into rich and poor, and unspoken actions of politicians in relation even to
their own people. But since one and the same
scenario has been written, it means that behind
this theatre of world action one and the same
group of script writers and directors exist, who
manipulate the consciousness of multitudes
of people; and people do not even notice that,
narrowly seeing only their “own Moon”, which is
demonstrated to them.
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...In order to keep the masses in the
bondage of today so that they would not
think about anything bigger, politicians
artificially make people survive and fight
for a piece of bread. Even for those who
have some property or financial assets,
they create destabilization and artificial
conditions for their loss, justifying it by
the alleged “natural” economic crises. In
general, they narrow their horizons to the
point of caring about today, make people
worry about their savings and focus solely on selfish interests. After all, if these
people lose their savings, it will touch
their own pride, and their conditional
status in the system will become lower.
The system keeps people in the illusion
of conventions, taking their life time and
power to Qrecharge its own programs.
And all this is done so that people do not
notice the greater, including the coming
inevitability. But what will happen if people become free from illusions imposed
on them and begin to understand the
true meaning of their lives and unite in
peace and friendship without the system,
against the will of the world’s politicians
and priests?

The very system of the current global consumer
society is built in such a way that it programs nations
on division, starting from states and ending with
family relationships, selfish attitude to each other,
indifference to the problems and grief of “others”,
to “other” human life. And all this on the verge of
global natural disasters! If now the system of the
world politics sets one against the other in favour of
business interests and ambitions of its conductors,
stimulating national, religious, racial intolerance in
people, if now it awakens in people sordid instincts,
promotes murder, strife, war, and destruction in
the media, and zombifies people’s minds towards
enmity between each other, then what awaits
humanity tomorrow?
After all, everyone, wherever he or she lives today
and no matter how confident and consistent she or
he feels, tomorrow can become a victim of natural
disasters, a climate or other refugee. Everyone
tomorrow can in a flash become jobless or without
means of sustenance. Only human kindness can
help people come together and survive those years.
Already today each person can be the one who
understands, cares and shows kindness of heart
toward others. After all, where two live, another two
will also fit; where five live, there will always be room
for another five people. If a person can already today
make room in his house for the sake of “stranger”
families and their children, share his or her food,
clothing, and shelter with those in need, if today
he or she can become an example of the highest
manifestations of humanity to many, conquer his
evil, do and increase good all over the world, this
guarantees that tomorrow is not yet lost for humanity...
As of today, there are a number of discoveries and
inventions that can make a big difference in society
for the better. But among the world politicians and
priests these scientific inventions, which can bring
life to an entirely new level, are covertly tabooed.
The world community does not know about this,
as all the significant discoveries are covered up
not at the level of registration at the patent office
but sometimes long before that, at the stage of
the discovery itself. Everything is done secretly in
favour of business interests of a handful of people.

World politicians and priests cannot afford such a
global breakthrough of scientific and technological
progress as this will cause a number of problems
for them.
As has already been mentioned earlier in this
report, it is known that today our planet Earth can
sustain the population of 25 billion people. And the
recent discoveries in the field of new physics (the
PRIMORDIAL ALLATRA PHYSICS) make it possible
to state already now that it is actually quite possible
to fully provide so many people not only with the
necessary food and drinking water but also with all
other necessary conditions. Already today, delivering
mankind from many deadly diseases and prolonging
human life beyond the species limit is not science
fiction but a very real and proven scientific fact...
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Borders and boundaries, quarrels and fights – that’s
the end result of the development of the system
of consumer society. All these are one and the
same programs of the system, which are similar
everywhere: between countries, between nations,
between people living in the same street and even
between people in the same family. But it is easy to
change these divisive and destructive programs for
the creative and unifying ones if people themselves
want it and begin to unite, regardless of the system.
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In connection with the development of the PRIMORDIAL ALLATRA PHYSICS, such prospects
are opening which could fundamentally change
the lives of the entire world society. First, this
knowledge makes it possible to produce the socalled “free energy” in unlimited quantities absolutely for free and not to be dependant on the production of fossil fuels, such as oil, gas, coal and
so on. Second, the knowledge of the PRIMORDIAL ALLATRA PHYSICS, and this has already
been proven, makes it possible to receive any

type of organic and inorganic compounds, and
also to reproduce animate and inanimate objects
by matrix type in finished form. After all, chemistry
is based on physics because everything consists
of elementary particles. Or rather, everything in
this world is made of what elementary particles
consist of, and manipulating this allows to create
anything in the required quantity. Today, thanks
to the knowledge of the PRIMORDIAL ALLATRA
PHYSICS, first experimental evidence has already been obtained...
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...And this means that any food
of the highest quality and ready
to serve can be created; anything
can be improved. That is, no trees
are needed or conditions for their
growth in order to get a ripe apple
with the necessary flavour and a
set of chemical elements. There’s
no need to grow wheat and use
the whole production cycle in order
to get the end product in the form
of hot freshly-baked bread. There
is no need in a cow in order to get
fresh milk of absolute quality or a
chicken to get the end product – the
egg. There's no need to kill an animal to get a ready meat dish. After
all, milk, eggs, and meat are just a
set of elementary particles. Everything can be created in a finished
form when you know the laws that
make it possible to manage what
makes the basis of the elementary
particles. And this, thanks to the
knowledge of the PRIMORDIAL
ALLATRA PHYSICS, is already a
reality of today. This means that
with the development of these new
evolutionary technologies based
on this knowledge, the entire population of the Earth should be able
to freely and free of charge possess all that is required to ensure a
normal life – good health, free energy, food and everything else. Of
course, all this must be absolutely
accessible and free of charge for
all the people in the world...

ALLATRA International Public Movement
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Can we implement these advanced developments
into mass production already now and make the
scientific information and technology of this evolutionary breakthrough in the physics of elementary particles accessible to all the peoples of the
world? In the present context of the development
of consumer society – no. And the reasons for this
are many. First, the international media belong to
the “world elite”, which dictates the conditions to
it, what the masses need and don’t need to know.
Second, everyone understands now that oil, gas,
coal, and generated electricity is a global business that mainly serves private interests. These
are authorities that dictate political and economic
conditions of the system and artificially create dependence of entire countries and peoples. This
means that any introduction of alternative energy
sources is unacceptable to it as it will allow to free
the peoples of the world from the slavery and dependence of the existing system of consumer society. Third, progressive scientists who really care
about improving the lives of many people have
often faced the situation when the world’s “scientific luminaries and authorities” (whose opinion,
like goods sold by piece, is bought and sold by
the world’s priests and politicians) have publicly
badgered the discoverers and ridiculed such discoveries...

If people from different countries start to unite independently
to address various issues, regardless of nationality, religious
beliefs, social or other statuses, outside of political and priestly
systems which are aimed at dividing people, then in a short
space of time it is quite real to build a global society of creation,
the basis of which will be universal spiritual and moral values.

We are all human beings, and all of us have
the same place of living ‒ the Earth, one
nationality – mankind, one common value
– life, thanks to which we can worthily
attain self-fulfilment and the meaning of
our existence in the highest spiritual and
moral aspect.
Now only a blind man will be unable to see the approaching
events! If we do nothing today, it will be too late tomorrow. Which
heritage will we leave to our children and grandchildren – death
for a gulp of water or life in spiritual internal freedom? The right
to death or the right to life? It is time for people to turn back to
good and humanity while the ship of our civilization, together
with all its leaders, is still safe from being crashed on the rocks of
political egoism and priestly cruelty. It is time to change relationships in the global community, and everyone should start with
themselves. This is what the ALLATRA concept speaks about…
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All this knowledge can certainly be made available to humanity
if most people in the world start making friends with each other,
unite and consolidate into a creative society outside the system.
Mankind now stands at the point of choice: to support the existing
system by continuing to help implement the theory of the “golden
billion” in life or to contribute with the new knowledge of the PRIMORDIAL ALLATRA PHYSICS to the “golden millennium” for a
minimum of 25 billion people. There is practically no time left to
think because already now humanity is disastrously fast losing
the precious relatively stable days for the attempt to join forces to
prevent the worst consequences of the impending global natural
disasters. All kinds of joint actions of the peoples of the world on
this matter, which are based on the criteria of honour, conscience,
and true human relationships, will be crucial, which will undoubtedly have a huge impact on future events and prospects of the
existence of the human civilization as a whole.
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Suffice it to recall the sad stories of those scientists who tried to
publicly prove the existence and obtaining of alternative energy
sources in a relatively simple way with obvious facts, and what
attempts of the “luminaries of the world science” were made in
order to discredit their work in the eyes of unenlightened audience... It is no secret that the world of “elite world science” either
publicly condemns and selfishly ridicules such discoveries (if information has leaked to the media) or the latter are not flaunted
for the scientific and world communities. That is how the system
works, protecting itself from being destroyed. But in connection
with the global climate change of the planet, different times are
coming, for entire continents will soon face the disastrous consequences of natural disasters, and alternative energy sources
will be vital and necessary for all...

http://everythingidevice.com/apple-desktop-wallpapers-hd/

The modern world needs consolidation and unification in joint ideological activities of honest and sensible scientists from different countries of the world
who do not serve their pride and understand the
harmfulness of the existing system of the consumer
society. This will strengthen not only the actual effectiveness of preparation of mankind for natural
disasters but will also give the first sprouts of the
flower of the creative society and of unification of
people on the spiritual and moral basis, outside of
politics and religion. Today, thanks to scientists of
ALLATRA International Public Movement, there is
a proper fundamental scientific basis that can rally
and unite many talented people, for whom Humanity and Conscience are the main criteria of their activity. Recent developments made by the scientists
participating in ALLATRA International Public Movement testify to an evolutionary breakthrough in the
field of new theoretical and practical physics, the
research of which has been conducted since 1996.
This is exactly the original physics of nature that
gives answers to the following fundamental questions: “What does primary matter consist of?”, “How
is it transformed?” and “Where does it disappear
to?” As a result of finding fundamental answers to
these questions, which open a new era of scientific development, this physics was named the PRIMORDIAL ALLATRA PHYSICS...
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However, practice shows that
this is a problem not of science
as such (and recent fundamental works by a team of scientists of ALLATRA International
Public Movement prove this),
but rather of consumer society,
the roots of which lie in selfish
desires and power-seeking aspirations. Nowadays, the majority of scientists in the world
are united not by the international idea of an evolutionary
breakthrough in physics, which
would help humanity embark
on the path of development of
the spiritual and creative soci-

ety. These specialists are mostly lured by working
on the projects which are well-paid by the system
and for which they can get not only money but also
titles, awards, positions and all other conventional
attributes of the system that divides people by any
characteristic. With such an approach, their scientific breakthrough may take place, perhaps, only in
the field of inventing new types of weapons and new
ways of enslavement, manipulation, and extermination of humanity and all life on the planet.
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Despite significant achievements of modern physics,
people still do not understand deeply enough the processes that take place both on Earth and in its interior; neither on the Sun nor in outer space. In order to
understand it, fundamentally new approaches to this
science are needed as well as a revision of a number of fundamental theories. There are solid grounds
behind statements that modern theoretical physics is
currently in crisis. For already about 100 years, there
have been no serious evolutional breakthroughs in
it, which were achieved, for instance, in the late 19th
and the early 20th centuries when elementary particles were discovered, such as the electron, proton,
neutron,
photon,
neutrino, etc. To this
day, scientific research, calculations,
and developments
are still based on
them. Starting from
1950s, accelerators
have been the major instrument for
studying elementary
particles in physics, while the subject of research became new elementary particles emerging from the
collision with the substance of accelerated protons
and electrons. However, despite the variety of discovered particles, world scientific luminaries have not
yet answered the following fundamental questions
of physics: “What are the fundamental principles of
matter?” and “How did it appear and where does it
disappear to?” Everything revolves around accelerators, increase in frequency, power, and variations
of particle collisions, that is, the hope for “statistical
probability” of some practical miracle in the darkness
of theories of delusions. This points to the fact that
there isn’t enough knowledge to operate with accurate information instead of predicting and guessing, including about complex
climatic processes.
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…Today, ALLATRA International Public Movement
has in its ranks honest and talented scientists and
socially responsible people who deal not only with
issues in the field of fundamental physics. Many of
them are engaged in addressing the problems of
environmental safety as well as coordinating and
conducting fundamental and applied research
in various fields of science: geology, hydrology,
climatology, including atmospheric physics,

geophysics, biogeochemistry, hydrometeorology,
and oceanography. Their scientific interests
also
include
climate
engineering,
more
precisely, the development of its new direction
and methods, which are fully safe for the
ecosystem integrity and for the human activity
and which are based on a fundamentally new
understanding of physics ‒ the PRIMORDIAL
ALLATRA PHYSICS.

trigger irreversible changes in the near future.
All this knowledge will surely help people look
differently at the possibilities of mankind in the
context of the current processes in nature and
increase the effectiveness of preparation for global
natural disasters by many times.
Today, a number of successful steps have been
taken in this direction, which have already gained
a solid scientific foundation and practical evidence.
The initial stage of practical development of this
field has already demonstrated consistent results…

https://maps.google.com/gallery/details?id=z4f-ZuCLmiKg.kWCrV7EGbcYE

Global map of seismic hazard for 2014
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…New developments in the field of climate
engineering offer great opportunities and prospects
for further scientific studies in this area. They
make it possible to monitor climate, determine the
course of events related to climate change based
on multifactor analysis, identify compensatory
mechanisms of nature, and launch the relevant
local or general actions aimed at changing
climate conditions. The latest developments of
our scientists in this field make it possible already
today to identify quite accurately the “focal” or the
so called “problem area” on the planet, which will
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…For example, on March 11th, 2011, one of the
powerful earthquakes of 9.0 magnitude occurred in
north-eastern Japan, causing the most devastating
tsunami. The epicenter was located at a distance of
130 km from the coast under the seabed at a depth
of 24 km. That was the most powerful earthquake
for the entire period of seismic observations on
the Japanese archipelago and one of the ten
largest earthquakes in the entire history of seismic
observations in the world. It caused catastrophic
consequences for residents of Japan, including the
development of a severe accident at the Japanese
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant. According
to scientists, such powerful earthquakes in the area
of the largest island of the Japanese archipelago
(Honshu) occur not more often than once in 600
years. Satellite data recorded that the earthquake
resulted in the displacement of the east coast of
Honshu Island by 2.5 metres to the east. At the same
time, the Oshika Peninsula, which is located in the
northeast of Honshu Island, shifted by 5.3 metres in
the south-easterly direction and sunk by 1.2 metres.

This event caused particular concern in the world
scientific community, since the wave height and the
area of the territory that got underwater surpassed
all the available preliminary calculations of the
Japanese scientists. The disaster of such a scale
demonstrated that even such highly technologically
developed country as Japan (one of the leaders
in the field of fundamental scientific research)
was unprepared for such cataclysms, and that a
misfortune of one country was actually a misfortune
of the whole mankind…

Japan
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...So what happened? The Pacific
Plate became active in subduction
zones. This event became a kind
of indicator of a new seismic activity phase relating to acceleration of
movement of this lithospheric plate.
The displacement of the Earth’s magnetic poles located in Eastern Siberia and the Pacific Ocean, which are
influenced, first of all, by the aforementioned cosmic factors, caused
large-scale changes of centuries-long
magnetic variations on the territory of
the Japanese archipelago. The scientists who analysed the consequences
of the natural disaster in Japan ascertained that before the beginning of
the seismic activity, anomalies in the
Earth’s magnetic field had appeared.
Further forecasts made by different
scientists on the globe were built upon
the assumption that tectonic tensions
in “non-activated” focal zones will
become more intense and will be at
the critical level. Hence, forecasts followed that before 2015, Japan is to
expect a series of catastrophic earthquakes of a magnitude of more than
8.0 and tsunamis, and the entire global community needs to prepare for
serious consequences of the raging
of the elements on the archipelago,
given the number of nuclear power
plants located in this country.
Taking into consideration such statements, the research team of ALLATRA
International Public Movement, which
has been developing the new direction of climate engineering, was particularly interested in this zone at that
time in order to study possible ways
of prevention of undesirable developments both for this country and for humanity as a whole. Now, thanks to the
work of the research team, we can talk
about the following... atypical decline
in radiation background after the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear
power plant... achieving relative stability in this region due to activation of a
compensatory mechanism, which discharges the compression tension (the
tension of a greater force coming from
the Earth`s bowels) by distributing it
into a multitude of small earthquakes.

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/
ALLATRA International Public Movement
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Seismic activity of ≥ 4.5 point magnitude of the Japanese archipelago
and the Malay archipelago in October-November 2014

Sakurajima

marica.bg.

volcano
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Eastern Hemisphere

However, an increased seismic activity is not the only
problem of this region. Around
7% of all the volcanoes of the
planet are concentrated on
the Japanese archipelago, including a supervolcano – the
giant volcanic Aira caldera,
which today, due to the activity of its volcanoes, represents
a serious danger...
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...Since 2013, scientific research teams of ALLATRA
International Public Movement have also become
interested in the field of volcanology. This was related
to the study of behaviour of neutrinos and the septon
field of the Earth, as well as to the development
of new methods of forecasting volcanic eruptions

and the study of the present magmatic formations
of geodynamic environments. Our scientists, who
work in the field of neutrino geophysics and neutrino
astrophysics, have established certain correlations
while observing the behaviour of neutrinos coming
from the Earth's interior...

ALLATRA International Public Movement
(www.allatra.org)

Seismic, septon, and neutrino activity in Aira caldera area (Japan)
in 2010-2014

Fig.11
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Undoubtedly, these are still the first steps in the
study of behaviour of neutrinos and the septon field
in connection with volcanology. While approaches
to obtaining meaningful results based on conducted
research have already been developed in the field
of seismology and also the necessary sufficient
conditions, which ensure the optimal use of adaptive
mechanisms, have been discovered, when it comes
to the field of volcanology, the study of influence of
adaptive mechanisms on the planetary volcanic and,
accordingly, meteorological processes is still at the
stage of experimental research. But it is clear already
now that also this young and dynamic field of science,
which allows to study energy sources, mechanisms,
and risks that cause volcanic eruptions, is promising
and requires further more detailed research. It allows
to obtain accurate results and objective information
remotely, safely, and well before the event occurs!
And this makes it qualitatively different from the
“yesterday” of modern science...

...Furthermore, the first encouraging results of longterm observation (since January 2013) received
on Aira caldera have shown the importance of
using experimental adaptive mechanisms, despite
the fact that the stabilizing state level is still quite
discrete at the moment. The continuity of change of
certain values of particular operating factors within
the deviations from the optimal values is caused by
the formation of labile adaptations... Observations
made since January 2013 indicate that these
adaptive mechanisms successfully block side and
adverse phenomena, which can create conditions
for emergence of possible risks and hazards and for
development of an extremely dangerous scenario.
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It was discovered that the total neutrino emission
and the intensity of the septon field of the Earth
decreased by 12% during the period from January
2010 to October 2014. At the same time, an increase
in neutrino emission and in the septon field intensity
is being observed in the "focal" areas of the planet.
This fact is extremely alarming because it indicates
that the processes occurring in the Earth's interior
are becoming irreversible...
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The study has revealed that cosmic factors play
a significant role in the activation of the internal
dynamics of the Earth, as evidenced by such
indicators as neutrino emission and the intensity of
the septon field of the Earth... Adaptive mechanisms
make it possible to determine the phase variability
and the dynamics of the processes taking place in
the Earth's interior, which relate to the formation
of specific conditions for tectonic phenomena,
and also to identify their determinants... The
developed adaptive mechanisms are based on
the feedback principles: in response to external
or internal changes, they cause an ezoosmic
impulse that stimulates the creation of conditions
for adequate responses and countershifts (i.e.
counteraction, which is equal in activation force at
the ezoosmic level). Such a discrete stimulation
lasts until balanced relationships are rebuilt between

endogenous and exogenous forces, which cause
the phenomena, triggering relationship problems
of tectonics and magmatic processes, which lead
to earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. Thus, these
adaptive mechanisms stabilize and maintain this
relatively safe level, giving a certain sustainability in
the face of constant variability of conditions of this
environment, as evidenced by the provided graphs.
The conducted research identified an extremely
alarming fact. Judging by the graphs of neutrino
emission and the intensity of the septon field of
the Earth, there is a close parallelism between the
processes taking place in the most ancient calderas
- Aira caldera (Kagoshima Prefecture, Kyushu
region, Japan) and Yellowstone Caldera (Wyoming,
USA), despite the fact that they are separated by
the Pacific plate.

Seismic, septon, and neutrino activity in the Yellowstone caldera area (USA)
in 2010-2014

Fig. 14

Neutrino activity in Aira caldera (Japan) and the Yellowstone caldera (USA) areas in 2010-2014

Fig. 15

Septon activity in Aira caldera (Japan) and the Yellowstone caldera (USA) areas in 2010-2014

Fig.16
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tivity in Aira caldera with adaptive mechanisms. All these
and many other facts point at the accumulation of energy in the Earth's interior, which, when released, may
trigger a devastating worldwide catastrophe. According
to the calculations made by our experts, this will happen in the coming decades. In case of a simultaneous
eruption of the two supervolcanoes (Aira Caldera and
the Yellowstone Caldera) located in different parts of the
world, there is a threat of a total annihilation of mankind...
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It has been observed that the processes taking place in
their interior, are interconnected in some way and are
often interdependent. It was determined that even after
the activation of adaptive mechanisms in Aira caldera,
neutrino emission and the septon field intensity recorded both in the area of Aira caldera (Japan) and the Yellowstone Caldera (USA), remained practically identical.
The graph shows the curve that indicates their steady
growth, despite the artificial restraint on the seismic ac-
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...In Aira caldera (Japan), the dynamics of seismic
activity has decreased significantly after adaptive
mechanisms have been activated. In the Yellowstone
Caldera (USA), where seismic activity is developing
in a natural way, it has increased significantly over
the same period of time... Certainly, further study of

the influence of adaptive mechanisms developed on
the basis of the PRIMORDIAL ALLATRA PHYSICS,
which lift the veil of secrecy of the sources of the
deep energy of the Earth as well as the connection
of volcanism with tectonics, becomes an important
priority in the context of current realities...

Comparison of seismic activity of Aira caldera (Japan) and the Yellowstone caldera (USA) in 2010-2014

With the development of the PRIMORDIAL ALLATRA
PHYSICS, we can confidently say that controlling
natural processes is quite real. Undoubtedly, there is
an understanding that all these innovations and artificial
stimulations of adaptive mechanisms are still temporary.
Unfortunately, global natural disasters related to the
processes occurring in the lithosphere, hydrosphere,
and atmosphere, cannot be avoided in the near future.
For example, observations of atypical behaviour of
neutrinos and the septon field made during the research
in the field of volcanology and seismology, make it
possible to draw the following conclusions already now.

The probability that the Japanese
archipelago and life on it may be destroyed in the next 10 years as a result
of major eruptions and earthquakes
equals 70%. At the same time, the
probability that this will happen within the next 18 years is 99%. Given the
influence of cosmic factors as well as
of an increased seismic and volcanic
activity in this region, a global catastrophe could happen at any moment.
This raises a particular concern for

Fig. 18

the people living on these territories,
and it gives a clear understanding of
the fact that it is necessary to consolidate efforts of the international community already now in order to contribute to saving the lives of more than 127
million people and move them to the
continent, to safer regions, in advance.
Unfortunately, as of today, our scientists who study
volcanology from the point of view of the new physics
– the PRIMORDIAL ALLATRA PHYSICS, take only
their first steps in the field of volcanic engineering. After
all, this young branch of science is in the early stages
of its formation. In order to speed up the process of
intensive development of this field, it is necessary to
attract a large number of experts from various fields of
science. We’re not talking simply about thousands of
specialists. First of all, these are professionals in their
field – decent and intelligent people who are free in
their thinking from the zombification of the consumer
system, who can selflessly improve this field in their
spare time not for money or in order to create a new
type of weapon, but for the sake of higher humane
goals, to preserve the life of future generations...

indicate that on the continental crust of this plate, an
intensive formation of a split takes place, which transitions into a rift along the border that practically divides the territory of the present USA into two halves.
Given the fact that intensity in this area along the
fracture formation line increases with each passing
day, according to all the calculations, soon...

Forming of continental tectonic rift in the North American plate

FORMING
OF CONTINENTAL
RIFT OF THE NORTH
AMERICAN PLATE

Seismic hazard map of North America in 2012-2014
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search
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...While studying the new field of geoengineering, it
became possible to identify a discrepancy between
the data that are publicly presented to the international community and the realities of today... The
same problem applies to modern tectonic maps. In
particular, the North American lithospheric plate is
not as whole as it previously seemed. The latest data
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Seismic activity in Oklahoma area (USA) in 2010-2014
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Fig. 23
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Seismic activity in Oklahoma area (USA) in 2010-2014
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Fig. 24

Graph of the total number of ≥ 3 point magnitude earthquakes in Oklahoma in 1978-2014

Fig. 25

Ade Sinuhaji / Barcroft Media, http://etoday.diary.ru/?tag=1740252

Yellowstone caldera

Yellowstone caldera
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past 30 years. This information, one of the few
of such kind about the Yellowstone Caldera, did
become accessible to the international community (since 2004, the US authorities have limited
public access to some areas of Yellowstone National Park, and information about the processes
that take place in them became closed to the
public). Local residents noticed unusual behaviour of animals, and the information leaked online. For instance, bison and deer hastily left the
park, fleeing. In fact, many animals feel a sharp,
abrupt increase in the intensity of the septon field
of the Earth; therefore, they begin to flee from
the area of a future natural disaster before the
event itself...
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...The proximity of the Yellowstone Caldera (Wyoming, USA), Long Valley Caldera (California,
USA) and Valles Caldera (New Mexico, USA) to
this line is particularly alarming. In recent years,
the activity of the largest supervolcano on the
North American continent, the Yellowstone Caldera, whose dimensions, according to experts,
are about 55 km to 72 km, has been especially
disturbing. As it was previously mentioned in this
report, the recent activity of the supervolcano
has significantly increased; the number of tremors has risen. In early April 2014 in Yellowstone
National Park, there was an earthquake, which,
until recently, was classified by experts as the
most powerful earthquake in this region over the

But it is too early to draw any conclusions, since
this phenomenon has been discovered only
recently and requires further, more detailed
investigation...
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They identified a previously unknown fact that takes place prior
to a natural disaster: literally 7-8
hours before a tornado occurs,
there is a sharp increase in the
septon field intensity in the places of its origin and along its further route.
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A team of scientists of ALLATRA International
Public Movement discovered another unusual
phenomenon related to the change in the
intensity of the septon field of the Earth.
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...Since 2002, scientists began to observe the following phenomena in Yellowstone National Park:
the formation of new geysers, ground deformation, increase in temperature of the soil to the boiling point, the emergence of new cracks and crevices through which volcanic gases contained in the
magma are released, and many others dangerous
signs of the awakening of the supervolcano. The
fact that these figures are several times higher than
in the previous years is disquieting. All that testified
to the fact that magma of the Yellowstone supervolcano begins to approach the surface at a speed
that has increased by several times. In April 2014,
a scientific team of ALLATRA International Public
Movement recorded a sharp abrupt increase in not
only the emission of neutrinos in the region but also
an increase in the septon field intensity. Judging by
the graphs of neutrino behaviour and an increase
in the septon field intensity in April 2014, the Yellowstone supervolcano was on the verge of eruption. But even more alarming is the fact that after a
relative stabilization, figures of the speed of activity
begin to grow again; that is, volcanic processes are
rapidly gaining momentum this moment...
Under the most modest predictions made by a
number of scientists, a supereruption of the Yellowstone Caldera may lead to a sudden climate
change on the whole planet. But the worst part
is that it can instantly destroy life on almost the
whole continent. Scientists have simulated this
situation and came to the conclusion that all
living within the radius of 1,200 km will be de-

stroyed already in the first minutes after the eruption, as the area adjacent to the volcano will suffer from pyroclastic flows, consisting of red-hot
gas and ash. They spread at a speed close to the
speed of sound, destroying everything in its path.
The second zone, which covers the whole territory
of the United States and Canada, will be covered
with ashes, which will lead to deaths of people who
will be in that area at that time from suffocation and
from the collapse of buildings. These are not all the
deadly and devastating consequences…

...All this brewing catastrophic situation on the North
American continent is currently compounded by the
economic crisis of society living on the abovementioned territories...

It is an open secret that in the near future,
the world currency will “suddenly” cease
to exist and will be cheaper than the paper
on which it has been printed. Although
attempts are made to hide this fact, today
it has become public knowledge. This
will happen suddenly, yet, as always (the
handwriting of world script writers is
recognizable), and hundreds of millions
of people of not only this leading country
but also of other countries of the world
will become beggars overnight.
One can understand how severe their position will
be under the conditions of consumer society...
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...The collapse of the global currency will lead to a
serious economic crisis in the whole world. This will
especially affect the population of those countries that
were not prepared for it.

Given the inevitable global natural
disasters on the North American
continent in the coming decades, we
are speaking already about hundreds
of millions of climate refugees.
And this is a serious problem for the whole world. We
must keep in mind that the reality will be harsh for
people who are unfit to survive in extreme conditions,
who have lived peacefully, without any serious hardship
and turmoil almost for centuries...
...Already today, people are forced to leave their homes
and seek refuge in other countries due to problems
related to natural disasters, climate change, armed
clashes, wars, conflicts, and economic crises. They
are considered to be the most vulnerable category of
citizens affected by poverty, increase in world prices,
and other factors.
According to reports of the International Federation of
Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, more than 100
million people were affected by more than 300 natural
disasters in 2013.

Suffice it to get acquainted with the life of refugees
and displaced persons from different countries to
understand what awaits these people (and in general
any person who was forced to become a refugee) in
the modern consumer society dominated by the selfish
system of values. The problems that refugees usually
face are not only the lack of housing, food, medicine,
clothes, an opportunity to earn income to rent housing
and support the family, but also extremely difficult living
conditions at the new location, the problem of social
adaptation, and incidents with the locals because of
the lack of basic humanity in relationships between
people. The following questions arise: “Why have
implied conditions been created in the consumer world
for the global community to constantly experience
artificially created instability, and the number of illegal
refugees to grow dramatically and be several times
greater than the number of legal refugees?” “Who is
interested in such a situation?”
The problem of finding housing and employment by
refugees. For example, after an armed conflict in Syria,
due to the influx of refugees in the neighbouring country
Lebanon, its population has increased by a quarter. This
resulted in economic and social consequences in housing
and employment. The influx of Syrian migrants is used by
the local authorities for the most labour-intensive work.

The problem of relocation of refugees to
other countries. In different parts of the world,
the same type of tragic “accidents” repeat, which
involve the death of migrants during illegal sea
crossings to other countries. For example,
according to the UN High Commissioner for
Refugees, there is an increase in the number
of casualties among migrants who decided to
seek refuge in other countries. Many such cases
happened in the Mediterranean Sea to people
who resorted to the services of smugglers from
Libya, wishing to get to Europe in search of
housing and employment. According to only
official sources, 500 migrants drowned in 2014.
And the number of illegal migrants who died as
a result of crossing from Africa to the Arabian
Peninsula through the Gulf of Aden has already
exceeded the total number of victims of the
previous three years.
Difficult living conditions for refugees.
Frequently, various kinds of incidents occur in
the camps with people who wish to obtain the
refugee status. Such incidents are related to
harsh living conditions and conflict situations,
both in the camps themselves and with the
locals. For example, there were tragic events
in Australian camps, which house people from
different countries of the world who seek to
obtain the refugee status. On the islands in
the Pacific Ocean adjacent to Australia, a large
number of refugees from around the world
are trying to survive in intolerable conditions
(and also in unfavourable climatic conditions
in these areas and extremely low material
wealth of the local population). These people
wanted to get to Australia by sea illegally. But
in the recent years, the Australian government
has tightened internal policies regarding such
refugees. It started sending these people to
island camps located far from the mainland,
preventing their relocation to the continent.
Naturally, such an overall situation is causing
the protests of people who became hostages
of this situation and who do not have means to
return back home.
The problem of riots and provoked
incidents. This problem in one form or
another exists in various parts of the globe with
refugees. For example, on August 25, 2014 in
Istanbul, the capital of Turkey, riots and clashes
between local residents and Syrian refugees
occurred after a private incident. Similar cases
previously took place in the border areas with
Syria, namely the provinces of Gaziantep and
Hatay. This example is typical to other regions
of the world, in which refugees are forced to
live.

Here’s a simple example that reflects the
reality of today. If we look at the reaction of
people (living in various countries and having
good human qualities) that host relatives who
became refugees or displaced persons, it is
possible to identify the same patterns of the
consumer society, which provoke dislike in
people of each other, conflict, and separation.
The actions of these people in this situation are
in fact standard and reflect the habit of living
in the consumer society. The behaviour differs
only in minor nuances due to the traditions of
these or those peoples. At first, people offer
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...It is extremely naive to hope for the help of
any state in consumer society, as rulers of the
state will first of all care not about people but
about their own profit. It is highly dangerous
to leave such a number of displaced persons
at the mercy of fate, for in the end all this will
result in aggression and wars for a piece of
bread and a gulp of water. This problem needs
to be solved today. We must understand that
the roots of this problem stem from the selfish
stereotyped attitudes of the consumer system,
which is repeated in a fractal way from an
individual to society as a whole. It’s all about
people themselves, and first of all it is necessary
to change the human thinking, the thinking of
the international community from the consumer
vector to the spiritual, moral, and creative one.
A society with the dominant consumer mindset
is doomed to destruction.

their relatives, who got into trouble, their help
from the best of motives. But after one month
and then another one, the situation in the
disaster area does not stabilize, but relatives
need to be fed, dressed and so on. People
have to crowd together, in other words, live not
as the human ego got used to. The situation
when refugees cannot find and apply for a
job at the new location for months is quite
standard. Under such conditions, when people
are living together, mutual complaints arise
and dissatisfaction is voiced, starting from
everyday issues and ending with expression of
common political claims drawn from the media.
After all, such a mood is created by the system
artificially, programming people with the world
media on all sorts of division, war, and strife with
each other for any reason (for business, land,
food, etc.), instead of a peaceful coexistence
and mutual help in any trouble.
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On the one hand, various international
instruments and acts on human rights have
been written down in the modern world. There
is the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
There are other UN documents, which set
out the rights and certain responsibilities of
international organizations and countries
regarding refugees (the Refugee Convention
(1951)), international agreements, such as
the New York Protocol (1967) concerning the
refugee status and so on. They speak about
the rights of refugees, such as the right to life,
liberty, personal immunity, equality before the
law, free movement, choice of residence, the
right to study, work and, consequently, the
related obligations of states. On the other hand,
everything is written beautifully on paper but
in reality... If all this was done conscientiously
and these humane principles were actively
promoted by the state, the problem of refugees
in the modern world would not be as acute...

This situation with relatives and family is repeated
in a fractal way at the level of states and the world
community as a whole.
AP Photo/Khalid Tanveer), http://www.vseneprostotak.ru/
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As a result of the accumulated negativity, “discomfort”
associated with changes in the living conditions and
violations of the “comfort” zone and personal space,
selfishness patterns are activated, and quarrels and
scandals arise. Why? Because the entire system,
from the micro- to the macrolevel, exists to divide
people. In society as a whole, there is no mutual understanding and love for mankind. Personal selfishness, energized by the consumer system, builds a
model of a personal empire, say, “everything revolves
around me”, “it is your problem, why do I have to suffer?” and so on. That is, people are beginning to feel
aggression and hatred towards each other instead of
mutual respect, understanding of the situation, and
awareness of the fact that global problems cannot be
solved in a short period of time. And this situation will
be very difficult for people to overcome without a firm
spiritual and moral position, without sincere love for
mankind, tolerance, patience, and mutual help.

Given the impending global cataclysms, people themselves need
to begin to change their attitude
towards themselves and society
here and now. After all, you do
not know who you will be tomorrow – a refugee or a host, and
what your chances of survival in
the given situation will be.
In the modern world of global climate change, you
cannot vouch for an inch of land as new manifestations of extreme anomalies of nature occur and
represent danger even for relatively stable living ar-

eas. In other words, no one is immune to all sorts of
growing risks, and any of us can become a climate
refugee already tomorrow.

In this regard, it is extremely important to globally and quickly change the
values of society from the consumer format to the spiritual, moral and
creative one, where good, humanity,
conscience, mutual help, friendship,
and the dominance of spiritual and
moral foundations would stand in
the first place in relationships among
people, regardless of their nationality, religion, social status and other
conventional and artificial divisions
of the world society.
When all people strive to create life that is convenient for all others, then in this life they will preserve
themselves and their future...
All the above-mentioned data indicate that
today it is much easier to predict changes
in the local region of the Earth or the evolution of the climate system of the planet
than to prepare people for a peaceful coexistence in the conditions of immediate
future. Given the growing global climate
change in the near future, we can openly
declare that the global elite does not have
enough time to realize their plans about
creating their new world order, despite
their desires and aspirations. The tool
which they used for manipulation will very
soon become non-functional. Accordingly,
we will very soon see a collapse of their
system of deception and substitutions,
which united people only on paper, promising them
a better future in virtual numbers...
Under the conditions of global cataclysms, people
will remain one on one with their problems, and they
will have no one to rely on. We must prepare ourselves for the X hour already today. Now it is still
difficult for people to realize that the state consists
of people themselves and not of those to whom they
have delegated their power and who, in the face of
danger, will first of all care for their own lives. After
all, whether people will have tomorrow depends on
how much today, here and now, they are united and
prudent in their actions; in other words, whether they
will be able to save the lives of their children and
grandchildren and prolong the existence of mankind
in this difficult period for all...

For this purpose, ALLATRA International
Public Movement was established, which
is an all-people’s global movement outside of politics and outside of religion. As
of today, it has already united hundreds
of thousands of people from more than
200 countries of the world. All its activity
is directed towards friendship and unification of people from different countries
through joint projects, mutual help, and
consolidation of efforts in creative deeds.
All that divides people must be excluded; we must seek
all that unites people and makes them more humane in
all aspects. Only inhuman monsters can oppose such
a universal unification, which is truly all-people’s, and
close-knit friendship among the peoples of the world.
The deep understanding that at the root of all the
problems in the world community lies the spiritual
and moral crisis has led to the creation of one of
the large-scale unifying projects of the all-people’s
movement – the ALLATRA GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT (http://allatra-partner.org). This
is an all-people's public initiative, which consolidates in all areas of work socially active, respectable heads of businesses and other organizations
who stand at the forefront of this international nongovernmental initiative, which is aimed at overcoming the spiritual and moral crisis of the world
community. Already today, these people have voluntarily taken responsibility for the introduction
and implementation in its ethical business practice of the acknowledged moral and spiritual 7 ALLATRA FOUNDATIONS, which serve as the basis
for practical implementation of the spiritual and
creative society model by means of establishing
SEVEN
ALLATRA
FOUNDATIONS

INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC MOVEMENT

ALLATRA International
Public Movement
(www.allatra.org)
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Urgent, extraordinary measures are required, which
can bring people together into a close-knit global
family, for no one will be able to cope with the global
challenges of the coming years alone, whether it be a
person, a family, a company, a city or a country.

an entirely new format of relationships between
people in the labour field of society.
It is important to raise public awareness of the problems
of the near future. Today, all socially active people need
to take an active part in the integration and consolidation
of the global society, ignoring all egoistic, social, political, religious, and other barriers, with which the system
artificially divides people. Only by joining our efforts in
the world community not on paper, but in reality, can we
have enough time to prepare the majority of inhabitants
of the planet for the global climate and economic turmoil
and changes that are coming. Each of us can do many
useful things in this direction! Having united, people will
increase their capabilities tenfold.
Today the world is full of smart and conscientious people who live by Conscience and stand at the forefront
of all-people’s initiatives. Many talented managers
and heads of enterprises can bring people together
on the basis of spiritual and moral foundations. These
are courageous people who do not hide behind the
blinders and illusions of the system but who oppose it
to the best of their abilities and truthfully inform their
working teams about the realities of today.

All the people of good will can take
an active part in changing the current
situation by changing the ideology of the
world society from the consumer format
of thinking to the spiritual and creative
format, to the assertion in society of
priorities of mutual help, friendship, and
spiritual and moral relationships between
people not in words but in deeds.
People must cast away all the boundaries and conventions; they need to become consolidated here
and now. Nature does not look at titles and ranks
when it unleashes its millennial anger, and only a
manifestation of true brotherhood between people
based on human kindness can give humanity a
chance for survival...
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...Having united the scientific potential of the global society, it is possible
to accelerate the study of the science
that is strategically important for the
survival of humanity – the PRIMORDIAL ALLATRA PHYSICS, which
opens multifaceted perspectives in
sciences and gives victory over any
disease, the possibility to obtain the
necessary energy literally out of thin
air, food and water – simply from
combining elementary particles. In
the near future, we are talking about
the creation of any living or non-living objects (which today has been
confirmed by a number of successful experiments in this field). This
will radically change the attitude of
each person towards the very meaning of his or her life and will lead to
understanding the most efficient use
of it for his or her spiritual and moral
transformation.
This will allow people to spend more time on spiritual
self-development (on the true meaning of life). This
will also ensure that each person has all the necessary things and will free him or her from the position
of a lifelong slave of the system, which loops man
on the constant struggle for means of sustenance.
Everyone can help in this case and bring this information to their neighbours. We must speed up the
processes of alerting the public of the world and its
unification already today, in order to manage to take
action before natural disasters gain momentum and
will enter the point of no return.

With each passing day, this wave of universal unification continues to expand comprehensively on the basis of large-scale social activity of people from different countries, on the basis of the global all-people’s
initiative – the ALLATRA GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP
AGREEMENT. ..

All this is being put into practice already today by progressive, intelligent people who realize that their survival and the survival of their families
depend largely already today on their
ability to unite in peace with one another and withstand all the challenges of the near future together.
They come from different countries, different professions, and different social groups, they have different
nationalities and races, different religions and atheistic views. All of them share a common ideology of life
in the spiritual and moral vector of development, the
understanding of the importance of action here and
now for the sake of their children and their immediate
future in this society, for the sake of preserving human life itself on Earth.

After all, as the first ALLATRA FOUNDATION says: “The highest value in
this world is human life. It is necessary to protect the life of any person as
your own, for although life is fleeting,
it gives everyone a chance to increase
their main value – the inner spiritual
riches, which are the only things that
open for the Personality the way to
true spiritual immortality”.

E-mail: center@allatra.org
www.allatra.org
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